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1 - Chapter 1

Amy and Sonic Share Their Love

Amy was walking down a sidewalk at Station Square, when she spies Sonic, her hero! She runs up to
him and says, Amy: Hey Sonic, how's your day? Sonic: Great its fine (sarcastic). Amy: Need any help on
anything like saving the world? Sonic: Naw I can pretty much handle it by myself because I just know!
Amy: Oh (disappointed) well than see you at our suite. Sonic: I won't be coming to the suite `til late at
night. Amy: Ok (still disappointed).

Sonic was fighting Knuckles with Tails. He won, duh! Chaos showed up. Sonic: No, not that blue blob
thing again. He fought and got a minor bruise but he was ok. Then the Egg Carrier showed up and took
Eggman and Chaos. They took the emeralds with them and Tails was hoping that they would just give
up and give them the chaos emeralds. But, that was never going to happen. Now, they're at Tails'
Workshop getting the Tornado out to get Eggman. Sonic: I wonder what Amy's doing now. She's
probably giving herself a pedicure.

Tails: Yep, she probably is. Sonic: I really can't express how I love her. That's why I'm giving a card to
her on Valentines Day.

Sonic comes home and sees Amy fast asleep. He gives her a goodnight kiss; he is sweet that way and
sleeps in his bed. Amy wakes up seeing Sonic watching the news for anything bad that's going to
happen. Sonic: Hey sleepyhead you seemed knocked out, but you're just a deep sleeper. Amy: (laughs)
You're so funny! (laughs harder), its not funny I know. Sonic: You know…… uh never mind (wanted to tell
her about Valentines Day). Amy: Ok. They go downstairs to eat breakfast. Sonic: MMM! Waffles, bacon,
and eggs. I love your cooking. Amy: Thanks! Sonic: They said nothing was going to happen. I think
Eggman is still fixing his ship we destroyed last night. Amy: Did you get hurt? Sonic: Just a minor bruise.
Amy: Let's go to the Casino! They are having a guest singing there tonight! I can't tell you who she is
though. Sonic: Ahh! Why not? Amy : It's someone from your past I hooked up. You'll see.

That night, Sonic was astonished! Sonic: Mina is that you? Mina: Sonic did Amy tell you she hooked me
up? Amy: Actually, I wanted it to be a surprise. Mina: Her Ash Sonic's here! Ash: Oh hey Sonic what's
crackin!? Sonic: Its all perfectly fine me and Amy just came here for Mina's performance! Ash: Well,



you're just in time the show's starting in five! Amy: Oh crackerjacks! We need to find a good seat! Sonic:
Ok! Mina started singing about how she loves to guys and needs to choose one. Sonic: I've been
through that with Mina and Sally. ( I got that from whats love anyways by minamongoose). They enjoyed
the night.

The next day, they went on a date for Valentines Day. Amy looked beautiful and Sonic cuter than ever.
They went out to dinner. They stared at each other for a long time. Gave each other their gifts. Sonic: I'll
have the pasta and beef. Amy: I'll get what ever he's getting. Sonic: Gee you look so nice this evening.
Amy: You too. You look very handsome. The food was coming. Sonic: You better get ready to dig in!
Amy: Right ahead of you. They loved their meals! Amy: I'm ready for more! Sonic: Me too. Sonic: Waiter,
waiter. Waiter: Yes sir, can I help you. Sonic: We'd like to order again. Sonic: One cake and some
grapes. They shared the cake and fed each other the grapes. Sonic: I had a wonderful time (as they
walked in their suite). Amy: I had a fantastic time! Sonic hands her a card. Sonic: Read it! Amy: (reads
card) I love you Amy a whole lot! ~Sonic. Amy: Oh Sonic you are so romantic! I love you a whole lot too.
Amy suddenly gave Sonic a kiss! Sonic was astonished by the kiss! Sonic: Amy you are the greatest
thing in my life! Amy: You too darling!



2 - chapter 2

Amy and Sonic Share Their Love-chapter 2

Sonic and Amy headed home after their date and slept. Amy was dreaming about her precious Sonic
and Sonic was thinking about his gorgeous Amy. They enjoyed their dreams and finally woke up. Amy
got up before Sonic making bagels for Sonic. Amy: Hopefully Sonic likes what I'm cooking. I don't know
if he likes bagels or not or maybe he only likes them when I make them. Sonic: Ahh *yawns*, Amy's
cooking bagels!! Sonic goes downstairs and sees his beloved girlfriend. Sonic: Good morning Amy!
Amy: Good morning. Like bagels? Sonic: Yeah they're good!! Sonic is on his way to the couch to watch
T.V while Amy's cooking bagels. Amy: Well, they're ready! Sonic:YUM!! Amy fiddles around with her
cereal while Sonic eats the bagels fast. Amy: Sonic you're eating them too fast!! Sonic: Sorry Amy there
so good! Amy: Thanks. Sonic is trying to slow down then gets a spot of butter on his cheek. Amy picks
up a napkin and wipes the butter off his face. Sonic: Thanks baby! Amy: Anytime. She looks down at her
soggy lucky charms and puts it away. Sonic puts his plate away and brings out a bottle of orange juice,
he puts it in a cup and drinks orange. Sonic: Nothing else is good in the morning except bagels and OJ!
Amy: *Laughs* it sounds like you're in a commercial for bagels and orange juice! Sonic: Amy your laugh
is so cute!! Amy: *Blushes* your laugh is too. They're faces get closer and closer until their lips touch.
The kiss stops. Sonic: That was unpredictable! Amy: Totally. Sonic: Amy? Amy: : Yes. Sonic: I should've
asked you this last night, but I was too tired. Will…will….uh will you be my girlfriend? Amy: AAAHHH! Oh
my gosh yes!! I've been waiting for this ever since I met you! Sonic yeah I have too *kicks the ground
lightly*. Sonic and Amy cuddle on the couch for two hours. The phone rings and its Cream. Sonic: Hello?
Cream: Hi Sonic its me Cream can I talk to Amy. Sonic: Yeah sure hold on. Sonic: Its Cream. Amy:
Hello? Cream: Hey Amy can you come for a sleepover party on Thursday (it was Tuesday)? Amy: Yeah,
but are the boys invited? Cream: Of course I can't LIVE without Tails. Amy: Hold on ok? Cream: Ok.
Amy: Sonic do you want to go to a sleepover at Cream's? Sonic: Yeah if you are going. Amy: I am.
Sonic: Okay. Amy: Cream? Cream: Yes. Amy: You can expect us there! Cream:*Excited* Yay!!! Bye.
Amy: Bye.

At Cream's sleepover

*Ding Dong* Cream: Yay!! It's Sonic and Amy. Creams goes to her front door and answers it. Amy and
Sonic: WE'RE HERE!!!!!! Cream: You are the first ones. Sonic: I told you 5:00 p.m. is too early! Amy: I'm
sorry. Well, let's get this party started. Cream: My mommy's preparing dinner, so freshen up. They
change into pajamas and wash their hands. Cream: We still got time on our hands lets watch T.V. They
watch their favorite show they star in Sonic X. *Ding Dong* The others are at the door. Knuckles: Well,
we're here. Cream: Hey you guys come in and get ready for dinner. They freshen up and change.



Cream's Mom: Dinner's ready. Rouge: Yeah I'm starving!!! Sonic: Me too! They eat the chicken and
soup, Cream's mom's special. Cream: ok time for Truth or Dare!! Everyone: YAY!! Cream: I start the
game, it's my sleepover! Cream: Truth or Dare Shadow. Shadow: Dare! I dare you to tell Mina you love
her and kiss her on the cheek. Shadow: Nice one! Ok. Shadow kisses Mina and says I love you so
sweetly. Mina blushes. Shadow: Ok my turn!! Knuckles!! Knuckles; Truth! Sonic: Baby. Knuckles: Shut
up. Amy: Be quiet you guys! Continue Shadow. Shadow: Thank you Amy. Do you really, really love
Rouge? Knuckles starts to blush. Knuckles: Yeah I love Rouge. Rouge: AHHH! I love you to Sweetie
and kisses Knuckles on the cheek. Knuckles: Truth or Dare Sonic!!! To be continued………

Sorry if this chapter didn't have that much romance you guys like a lot!! ^^



3 - chapter three

Amy and Sonic Share Their Love- chapter 3

(A/N I'm writing the rest of the story with hot_sonic also in role played) Sonic: Dare! Knuckles: I dare you
to kiss Amy on the LIPS and say I love you baby with all my heart. Sonic: Ok. Sonic comes to her face
as they come closer and closer as they kiss on the lips. Sonic: I love you baby with all my heart! Amy:
Sonic I love you to with all my heart too, but were doing this for a just a dare? Shadow: (Whispers to
Knuckles) he's going to get it. Sonic: Uh….. Yes. Amy: YOU CAN BE SUCH AN IDIOT SOMETIMES!!
Sonic: You can too!! Even when you get ANNOYING! Amy: *Scoffs* well, don't ask me to cure any
gashes for you. Then they start babbling. Cosmo: Stop it you guys. Please I don't like arguing! Sonic go
home, Amy you to! Amy goes to her best friend, Scarlett's house to spend the night as Sonic waits for
his dad. At Scarlett's house she's on her cell talking to Amy.

Amy: Hello?

Scarlett: Hello?

Amy: Uhh…

Scarlett: Amy tell me pleeease

Amy: Me and Sonic have gotten in a fight again.

Scarlett: So what did you and sonic have a fight about?

Amy: Well I was playing Truth or Dare at Cream's sleepover with Sonic and the gang and Knuckles
dared Sonic to kiss me.

Scarlett: Uh Huh.

Amy: I asked him if he was just doing that because it was a dare and apparently he was. I GOT
FURIOUS!!! He also said I was annoying and that was the final straw.

Scarlett: Oh my gosh no he didn't!

Amy: Yes he did girl!

Scarlett: No!

Amy: Yes he did!

Scarlett: Hold on.



Amy: Ok.

Scarlett in the background: Daddy can Amy spend the night?

Scarlett's father: Sure honey, behave!

Scarlett in the background: Thanks Daddy!

Amy: I heard! I got my stuff already, because I just came over from another sleepover.

Scarlett: Ok! I'm so excited!

Amy: Dido!

Then Amy enters her house and they go upstairs to Scarlett's room. To be continued…….



4 - chappie three

Amy and Sonic Share Their Love-chapter 4

Amy: Wow did you get your room done!?

Scarlett: Yah. Oh crap, a stain!!!

Amy: I guess the room is so rockin' that you see it dirty!

Scarlett: I guess I have stain fever.

Amy: *Laughs for 15 minutes* crap that is sooo funny.

Scarlett: Idiot.

Amy: Shut up dufus!

Scarlett: I was joking.

Amy: Dido.

Scarlett: Wanna play Truth or Dare?

Amy: Uh no I had enough of that for one day!!

Scarlett: Fine how `bout Twister???

Amy: Totally I love Twister!!

Scarlett goes to get her little brother Timmy.

Amy: *in a squeaky voice* AWW!! `Ello Roxanne!!!

Scarlett: Ok Timmy (Scarlett's brother) spin the wheel!

Amy: Ok left foot red!!!

Scarlett: Ok.

Amy and Scarlett are at round 4 and suddenly Scarlett falls over.



Scarlett: OUCH!!! My butt!!!

Amy: Oh my gosh are you ok?

Scarlett: Oww…. *rubs her butt* that hurt. Ok lets continue the game!

Amy: *starts gazing off and thinks about Sonikku*.

*FLASHBACK*

Sonic



5 - Untitled

Amy and Sonic Their Love-chapter 5

(A/N I have noticed that on FAC hot_sonic and my story on chapter 4 it hasn't been fitted on the screen.
Well if it has YES! But, on my computer it didn't so I'm starting the rest of the story here!! ^^)
*FLASHBACK OF THEIR 1ST ROMANTIC MOMENT*

Sonic: Hey Amy!

Amy: Why did you want to bring me here?

Sonic: Sit down!

Amy: Ok (confused)

Sonic: Close your eyes.

TO BE CONTINUED….. (Yah me and hot_sonic left you on a cliff hangar)

That's the end of chapter 4!! This is chapter 5!!

Sonic leaned over to Amy's gorgeous face as her lips shine from her melon flavored lip gloss as he
kisses her. (LOL flavored lip gloss!)

Amy: *eyes still closed from the kiss*

Sonic: (in his mind) I knew her eyes would still be closed.

So, Sonic has put the matching earrings, ring, necklace, and bracelet on her so quick and they have
opals on them!(I luv opals!!!)

Sonic: You can open your eyes now Amy.

Amy: Sonic I..

Sonic: *puts her finger on her lips* Look.

Amy: *Looks at her and see beautiful jewelry that has nice shaped opals on them.



Amy: Did you buy these?

Sonic: Just for you!

Amy: I love you Sonikku! More than anything!

Sonic: Yeah me too. *lays down in the flower bed*

Amy: *lays down with Sonic*

Sonic: *Hears sirens* Oh CRAP!!! Amy I'm so sorry, but I have to go.

Amy: Sonic wait!

Sonic: Amy I have no time.

Amy: *Didn't listen and kissed his lips softly* Good luck!

Sonic: *Blushed* I love ya Amy!

Amy: I love you too! Now go!

*FLASHBACK OVER*

Scarlett: Hello Amy?? You here? Ding dong!

Amy: Uh huh? Oh just daydreaming!

Scarlett: You are such a daydreamer! Did you daydream about Sonic again?

Amy: Yeah! Tomorrow I want to go over to Sonic's house apologize and hang!

Scarlett: Ok what time?

Amy: Probably after breakfast.

Scarlett: Ok.

Amy: Now I don't want to play Twister!

Scarlett: Then let's draw!

Amy: OK!!!

They both love drawing anime with each other and guess what? They put them on FAC!! (LOL!!!
HAHAHA)



Scarlett: I put mine on FAC already!

Amy and Scarlett go on FAC!

Amy: I'm just going to scan mine.

*Waits for the scanning to get done!*

Amy: Now I'm frickin' bored!

Scarlett: Dido.

Amy: What should we do now?

Scarlett: Share life problems? Maybe perhaps about Sonic!

Amy: Ok! I love my darling Sonic yet I don't think he loves me anymore!

*~Sonic's House~*

(A/N Sonic is thinking in his head!)

Sonic: Aww man I screwed it up big time!

Sonic: I really don't think Amy likes me anymore! REALLY!

Sonic: I guess this is the end of our relationship.

Sonic: I wish there was some way I can tell her how much I love her. <3

Sonic: Amy, I love you as if you are the only person in life to me that matters!

Little did Sonic know Amy was feeling the same way.

*IN THE MORNING*

Scarlett: Amy wake up!!!! *Throws a stuff animal at her*

Amy: Uh huh, 5 more minutes Daddy!

Scarlett: I'm not your Dad! *Shakes Amy have to death*

Amy: *Jumps up* AHH I'm late for school!

Scarlett: It's Summer Vacation Amy. Now sit down!



Amy: *Falls on her butt*.

Scarlet: LOL.

Amy: Ok what breakfast time?

Scarlett: My Daddy's making sausage and bacon!

Amy: Yum! Just a reminder I'm going to Sonic's house to hang after breakfast!

Scarlett: Yah I know!

Amy: *eating and says this in a full mouth* Yummy!

Scarlett: Don't eat with your mouth full.

Amy: *Mocks*.

Scarlett: Shut up!

Amy: Ok.

Scarlett: Here's hot coco!

Amy: Yah this is the end of the breakfast?

Scarlett: Yah!

Amy has finished her hot coco, gets dressed and packs up!

Scarlett: I see you're excited! Lemme walk you over to the door!

Amy: Bye Scarlett! Love ya like a sissy!

Scarlett: Me too bye!

Amy runs all the way to Sonic's house.

Amy: Well, here it goes! *knocks*

END OF CHAPTER 5!! //





6 - Cahpter 6 (finally)

Amy and Sonic Share Their Love- chapter 6

(A/N I totally forgot that they shared a suite! I guess they don't anymore *shrugs*)

Sonic: *yells* I GOT IT!

Sonic: *opens the door* Oh hi Amy. Hey---

Amy: *interrupts* Sonic, I…..I'm sorry for the things I sad last night I just got worried that
our……..our…..friendship would get ruined, but then I figured out that yelling won't solve anything.

Sonic: Me too…….*hugs tightly*

Amy: *hugs tightly* I love you. <3

Sonic: I love you too. Would you like to come inside?

Amy: Yes thank you.

Sonic: *nods* anytime.

Amy: *smiles*

Sonic: Hey Mom! Amy's over.

Sonic's mother: Oh hello Amy, pleasure to have you here. It's been a while. Why? I remember when you
and Sonic were bab—

Sonic: No Mom it's ok. Please do not talk about that!

Amy: Teehee.

Sonic: *puts his arm around Amy's waist* let's go in my living room.

Amy: Ok.

~~~~~LATER~~~~~

*Amy and Sonic are watching King Kong.*

Sonic: Get the dumb dinosaur! Oh gosh there's three of `em.



Amy: Oooo Kong broke the dinosaur's jaw. Eww Kong bit the dinosaur's tongue.

Sonic: AWESOME!

Amy: lol.

*LATER IN THE MOVIE*

Amy: *cries* King Kong don't die.

Sonic: It's okay Amy. *hugs*

Amy: *cries* Thank you Sonic you are the truest guy friend ever. I love you lots.

Sonic: I love you too. You are the most lovable uh…. Gal friend ever.

Amy: I got to go to Scarlett's ok? Bye Sonic.

Sonic: Wait Amy!

Amy: Yes Sonic.

Sonic: We've been by each other's side and stuck up for each other ever since Pre-K. Now we love each
other so mush that we won't let go of one another. Amy, will you be my girlfriend?

Amy feels like this is to good to be true. She thinks this whole thing is just a dream as she reaches this
point. To be continued…………..
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